10th Place “China and Canada”

Photographer: Nes Gatus (Canada)

Groups: China and Canada

Taken at Festival: Kucukcekmece International Folklore Festival (Turkey)
9th Place

Photographer: Zisan Pekri (North Cyprus)

Group: Iskele Municipality Folk Dance Group (N.Cyprus)

Taken at Festival: Billingham International Folklore Festival of World Dance 2012 (UK)
8th Place

Photographer:

Eckhard Strittmatter  (Germany)

Group:

Zora (Serbia)

Taken at Festival:

Danetzare, Erfurt (Germany) 2011
7th Place “Follow My Steps Please”

Photographer: Laszlo Kovacs (Hungary)

Group: Netherlands

Taken at Festival: CIOFF World Folkloriada 2012 (South Korea)
6th Place “International Haka”

Photographer:
Frederic Batigne (France)

Group:
Manahau (Tahiti)

Taken at Festival:
Festival de Montoire (France) 2012
5th Place “Little Brother”

Photographer: Frederic Batigne (France)

Groups: China & Georgia

Taken at Festival:

Festival de Montoire (France) 2012
4th Place “Follow Me Please”

Photographer: Laszlo Kovacs (Hungary)

Group:

Peru

Taken at Festival:

CIOFF World Folkloriada 2012 (South Korea)
3rd Place “Iskele & Guadeloupe Friendship”

Photographer:

Tahir Kaser (North Cyprus)

Group:

North Cyprus & Guadeloupe

Taken at Festival:

Billingham International Folklore Festival of World Dance 2012 (UK)
2nd Place “Like That?”

Photographer: Michel Hartmann (France)

Group: Mexico and Russia

Taken at Festival:

Festival des enfants du monde RIFE Maixent l’Ecole (France) 2012
Winner “Peace, Love and Friendship”

Photographer:

Tahir Kaser (North Cyprus)

Group:

North Cyprus & Guadeloupe

Taken at Festival:

Billingham International Folklore Festival of World Dance 2012 (UK)